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A Letter from Our President
Let’s take a collective deep breath because 2020, and early into 2021, has been a challenging time for citizens,
leaders, and institutions. We witnessed the world shut down and pivot towards a new ongoing reality. We
witnessed protests, unemployment, death, inequality and other significant forces challenging the tenets of civil
society. The 2021 summit focus of “Leading to Repair” speaks to the significance and challenges of our times.
When Becca and I served as YMCA world service workers in Sri Lanka, we worked with volunteers who came from
across the country and around the world to help rebuild following the devastation of the Indian Ocean tsunami
(2004). We employed leadership practices to build community, cultivate trust, and coordinate efforts to simply do
anything that might help and provide hope for a better future. In recent days, I just happened to pull a poem written
by a volunteer who flew in with a crew from Ireland (see below).
In spite of all that we’ve experienced, I can’t help but think about the Magnificence of Humanity and how together
we can do so much more. It gives me hope for the future.
And there is much that transpired in 2020 that our community should take pride in…our first year as nonprofit
forced us to respond to a global pandemic and build a new organizational structure to make us more sustainable.
There is much to celebrate in how we needed to pivot to address the leadership challenges of 2020...open the
pages and explore what we accomplished and where we’re going.
Thank you for your ongoing support, partnership, and service in creating meaningful change. It’s clear that today,
more so now than ever before, Leadership Matters.
Peace,
Joel Wright

There are tears of pain and tears of joy
That comes with any tragedy.
What sees us through is that great gift
The Magnificence of Humanity.

And by my stay, here in Kallar,
With volunteers, friends and Cathy.
I had the good fortune to experience
The Magnificence of Humanity.

“I will send you everything you need”
Said the director of the Charity.
But what you can’t send in a box,
Is the Magnificence of Humanity.

So as you journey through this life
Experiencing joy, through to calamity.
Listen to your heart, it is the source
For your Magnificence of Humanity.

While wise men argue and debate
Amongst the scientific community
They all agree, they can’t explain
The Magnificence of Humanity.

One hundred years from now
People will talk about “Tsunami”
And I pray they have remembered
The Magnificence of Humanity.

They came from the land down under
Where women roar and men thunder.
Together they showed us the gift of care
From the Magnificence of Humanity.

NIGEL MCFADZEAN
- KALLAR, SRI LANKA 2005
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Organizational Growth
OUR HISTORY

Our story begins in 1914 when, concerned about the social and
political impact of economic change on the spirit of the industrial
workforce, the lay leadership of the YMCA, including William E. Dodge,
Jr., J. Pierpont Morgan, John Wanamaker and Cornelius Vanderbilt,
influenced the YMCA to serve as a catalyst for defining and supporting
positive employee practices in the emerging industrial workplace.
In 1918, the YMCA created a unique opportunity for industrial leaders
to meet on the shores of Lake George to discuss the most pressing
human issues in business. Early conference agendas addressed then
controversial issues such as class struggle, collective bargaining,
guaranteed minimum wage, experimentation in profit sharing, equal pay
for women, and the abolition of child labor.

OUR
OVERALL
STRUCTURE

For over 100 years the Leadership Forum has thrived based on a
fundamental belief that LEADERSHIP MATTERS. In 2019, we formed
the Leadership Forum Community, Inc., a tax-exempt 501(c)3
organization incorporated in New York, to continue to create the
platform for leaders to come together and to understand, shape, and
deepen the skills required to lead in our increasingly complex and
changing world.
By the end of 2019, we had an operating Board of Directors and a
dedicated group of Officers who approved our Bylaws. The organization
is structured to have 12 Board Directors who provide oversight and
guidance, and 5 Officers who perform the day to day work and manage
the organization. All of these positions are filled by volunteers, some of
whom work 20 hours per week.
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During 2020, our focus has been to further define our
organization through our Vision, Mission, and Values which
guide our decisions on how we will operate in the future. In
addition, the organization has been developing strategic plans
for future expansion to increase our impact on leadership
development.
2020 has been a year of tremendous growth to build the
structure of the organization. This year has also brought with it
the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic, which required our
organization to rethink our delivery model and shift from a once
a year in-person event to an online year round series of
community events. Being driven by our belief that all people
have leadership capabilities, the Board determined that we
should offer all our online educational sessions for free. This
means that our major sources for funding in 2020 shifted to
membership fees and donations. As we look to expand what we
offer, we will also seek to expand our sources of revenue.

OUR
2020 FOCUS

OUR
GROWTH
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Our Vision
Our Mission
Our promise
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Leadership Matters!
We imagine a world where leadership is empowered in everyone
everywhere, so that all have the opportunity and tools to exercise
leadership in organizations, communities, and societies.
Leadership Matters!
We convene to explore leadership challenges, develop conscious
leaders, and create solutions that result in meaningful and equitable
change in organizations, education, and society.
Your Leadership Matters!
We advance meaningful and lasting outcomes to leadership challenges:
Strengthening your leadership,
Enhancing your network,
Expanding your impact.

To anchor us to our vision, mission, and promise, we worked with our Board of Directors to identify a set
of values that will guide our mindsets and behaviors. These values have been reviewed and voted on
also by LFC Members during our first annual Membership Meeting.

Our Values
Diversity & Inclusion: Belonging,
Compassion, Openness, Humility
We believe in welcoming ALL people into our
community with openness - being willing to listen
to other’s perspectives and seeking to understand
so that we can be more empathetic leaders.

Community & Connection: Leadership,
Respect, Understanding
We work to create a respectful community that
provides an opportunity for people to connect across,
gender, generation, race, geography, industry,
profession to increase knowledge and understanding so
that we can leverage the talents of the community to
become more effective leaders.

Learning & Curiosity: Growth, Development,
Wonder, Well-Being
We view the world with wonder and curiosity,
welcoming new ideas that will promote well-being and
growth for us as individuals and in our organizations
so that we are able to lead for the present and prepare
for the future.

Creativity & Innovation: Vision, Impact,
Contribution, Collaboration
We approach challenges by looking for creative solutions,
coming out of the collective contributions of the
community so that we can lead to provide meaningful
change in the organizations and communities we serve.

Accountability & Excellence: Integrity,
Authenticity, Quality
We will perform all activities within the community with
competence, authenticity and integrity, so that we can
produce high-quality, excellent products and services.
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EXPANDING OUR OUTREACH
Throughout 2020, we adapted a virtual programming approach and implemented more
organic social media marketing, which enabled us to reach more people beyond our normal
network. This included:

ORGANIC
SOCIAL
MARKETING

Switching to free interactive virtual sessions, our community came
together and learned from thought leaders and each other in relation to
the most pressing topics across three main sectors: organizational,
education and societal
Sending regular communications via our email distribution list to share
upcoming events and share session follow ups
Leveraging social media platforms such as LinkedIn, Facebook,
Instagram, and Twitter creating fresh, new and fun yet professional
graphics and images to promote LFC events
Engaging professional connections outside of the LFC by facilitating a
"Thinksgiving Challenge" on LinkedIn
Promoting tools and sponsors such as Participate, an online
community engagement and educational content sharing platform,
where video recordings of LFC virtual session and other relevant tools
and contents can be shared for everyone in our community to access

As a result of our outreach efforts in 2020, we were able to expand the demographics of
our community in terms of geography, diversity, and age. Attendees joined our sessions
not only from the United States, but also from Africa, India, Indonesia, Europe, and
South America. Participants included students, early and experienced professionals, as
well as retirees. Our community found significant value in connections made through
the organization.
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LFC MEMBERSHIP
Members’ dues help us provide free access to our Annual Online Summit, LFC Community
Conversations, Incubating Leadership Conversations, podcasts, on-demand courses,
articles, etc. Members are also invited to join Leadership Labs for experiential learning .
Members join for a membership fee of $150. A Leadership Forum Community Scholarship
program is available to those who wish to become a member but cannot afford the
membership fee.
Members also receive these additional benefits.
Apply for non-profit grants to further work aligned with our mission
Be a part of our Coaching program as a coach or obtain coaching
Receive reduced price on products created within the Leadership Forum Community
Free tools provided by our Sponsors
Vote to elect the Board of Directors
Influence major decisions made within the community
Be eligible to become a Leadership Forum Community Board Member
Both the Scholarship program and membership dues help fund our programming and ensure
that the Leadership Forum Community will continue to be accessible to leaders from around
the world.
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Program areas
Through Incubating Leadership, the Leadership
Forum Community endeavors to create a year-round,
ongoing depth of learning and developmental
experiences to advance the practice of leadership
and create real results for our world.

Our monthly programming consists of Incubating Leadership Conversations (ILCs) and Leadership
Forum Community Conversations (LFCCs). ILCs consist of a Provocateur presenting ideas and
attendees having the opportunity to discuss and react. LFCCs provide space for collective reflection
and conversation around a topical focal point, but are not fundamentally about content; it's more about
the simplicity and a time to connect.
Once a year we have a Community Summit that consists of a more intensive group of sessions and
activities tied to a relevant leadership theme. We encourage attendees to step away from their daily
life and engage in some wonderful work on the future of leadership. The goal is for individuals and
organizations to take what they learn and utilize it to enhance their personal leadership journey and/or
bring ideas back to their organizations.
Our belief is that that learning starts by listening, deepens as people engage in discussion, and
solidifies by doing. Coming out of the Summit, some individuals are moved to take their leadership
learning to the next step by forming a team to continue to explore an issue, incubate ideas, and
develop solutions to share and expand their leadership impact.
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2020 INCUBATING LEADERSHIP
CONVERSATIONS
Below is a highlight of our 2020 ILCs and the provocateurs who brought them to us:

July
Annual Summit

January
Creating Me and We of Leadership
By Bill Jensen

September
Incubating Leadership at Any Stage in
Your Career
By Michele Clarke-Ceres

March
Below the Surface Leadership: The
Key to Building Amazing Relationships
with People that are Different from You
By LaTonya Wilkins

September
LinkedIn for Leaders:Ignite your Brand,
Sales, and Hiring
By Sandra Long

April
The Five Core Competencies of an
Effective Facilitators, Trainer or
Instructor
By Todd Cherches

October
Authentic Leadership for an
Inclusive Future
By Zithobile (Zitty) Nxumalo, Ph.D

November
Adaptability Quotient: The New
Competitive Advantage
By Mandy Williams

December

A Leadership Lab team was established to
address the challenge of Leadership through
COVID-19. The exploration included
interviewing over 100 leaders that spanned
multiple industries, generations, and
geographies to learn what it took to lead this
year. A whitepaper summarizing the research
and results was produced and shared across
our community. This session was so well
received that an encore session was conducted
in January 2021.
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2020 ANNUAL SUMMIT
The 2020 Leadership Forum Community Summit took place
on July 8 & 9. Leading up to the Summit there were eight
weekly Incubating Leadership Conversation (ILC) sessions
that provided one hour of content and discussion. The theme
of the 2020 LFC Summit was "Incubating Leadership". These
free, online events took the place of our usual in-person, 4day Community Summit. We were surprised and delighted by
the response and success of our first online major event.
We also gained great insight into what LFC means to our
community and members. The switch to online interactive
sessions via Zoom during a year characterized by physical
distancing due to the COVID-19 pandemic revealed how
much our attendees appreciated the experience of being part
of an expanded community. We also recognized that our
community is less about a place where we have always met
and more about the culture exemplified by the people. It is the
strength of our community and the values of the people that
preserved the culture when we moved to an online format.
The success of the 2020 Summit in an online format resulted
in the decision to hold an online, free Summit in 2021.

SUMMIT HIGHLIGHTS
Our Summit was not a one-and-done
online conference. We were able to extend
the learning experience and the impact of the
Summit by enabling attendees to organize
into small teams called "Leadership Labs"
where they more deeply explored a
leadership challenge of the day to develop
insights, ideas and/or possible solutions.

Six Leadership Labs are still active in 2021
and are incubating on the following topics:
Anti-Racism in Organizations
Leading During COVID-19
Total Rewards
Community Dialogue Toolkit
16,000 Disengaged Students Democratizing Leadership Exchange
Courageously Leading Self
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Growing Our Community
We attracted more than 240 registrations for
the 2020 Summit, representing a 28% growth
in our Email Distribution List. In addition:
74% of Registrants were new to the
Community
New attendees this year were
increasingly female & younger
People found significant value in
community connections
An online, free presence resulted in
greater diversity (e.g., ethnicity,
geography, generations)
Designing sessions that allow for
conversation was important to attendees

leading up to 2020 Summit

Howard
Kraft

LaTonya
Wilkins

Joel
Wright

May 13, 2020 - Introduction to the Incubating Leadership
Conversation (ILC) to explore our personal Incubating
Leadership journeys while investigating leadership challenges by
sector: corporate, educational and societal. Each ILC was
followed by a virtual 1-hour Coffee Break where we offered the
platform to continue the ILC discussion from the prior day and to
open new areas for discussion.

May 20 - Lyndon Rego
Lessons for Incubating Leadership in Times of Crisis
Building Organizational Capacity for Crisis
May 27 - Tricia Naddaff
Where Do We See Examples of Incubating Leadership?
Leading the Way Forward in Unprecedented Times
June 3 - Joel Wright & Chris Rehm
How Can We Incubate Leadership Through Our Educational
Institutions? What’s your Leadership SLOPE? A Framework for
Educators and a Platform to Support Them
June 10 - Rachel Nyaradzo Adams
How Can We Incubate Leadership From Leading Self to
Leading Others? Incubating Leadership from a Space of Being
June 17 - Robert Schott
How Can Incubating Leadership Address How Organizations
View Total Rewards?
Total Rewards: Flip the Viewpoint
June 24 - Todd Cherches
How Can We Improve Our Communication by Incubating
Leadership? Visual Leadership: Incubating Leadership through the
Power of Visual Thinking
July 1 - Helena Escalante
How Can Incubating Leadership Inform our Personal Leadership
Journey? Finding Your Voice: How to Share Your Ideas, Grow Your
Following, and Be Seen as the Thought Leader You Are
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2020 Summit provocateurs
July 8 - Day One
Chuck Firlotte and Steve Gardiner
Grounded and Conscious Leadership
This session equipped leaders with the skills required to transform
themselves and their organizations so they can face the major
disruptors of our times – speed, uncertainty, complexity, technology,
competition and globalization.

Led by Lyndon Rego, Chris Rehm, Kathy Bittner & Jane
Rosenzweig
Sector Breakout Sessions
Participants explored the biggest challenges they face within and across
three sectors: Societal, Educational and Corporate

July 9 - Day Two
Faith Hassell
2019 Project Update: Creativity Scars
During the 2019 Leadership Forum Conference on “Failure”, a project
group was inspired to develop a leadership development program on
how we all carry wounds and scars that impact our leadership
capabilities. This session will share the tool this team produced and
what they have learned through incubating leadership.
Todd Cherches
Sector Cross Pollination
Each sector presented their top problem(s), what they have learned and
how they could become a Leadership Lab to continue to advance their
exploration post-Summit.

Led by Lyndon Rego, Chris Rehm, Kathy Bittner & Jane
Rosenzweig
Sector Breakout Conversations
Participants integrated ideas and feedback from Sector Cross Pollination.
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our Plan for 2021

Leading To Repair
PROMOTING
CONSCIOUS
LEADERSHIP...
In 2021, we will continue with our 103rd Annual Summit
and it will focus on the theme of “Leading to Repair”.
We will continue to offer monthly Programming and
Engagement opportunities, including free online
Leadership Conversations to bring our community
together to discuss critical leadership matters of our time.
We will continue our Leadership Labs and offer
additional on demand courses through our online
engagement platform Participate.

Convening community to
increase one's awareness
and consciousness about
the individual and
collective dilemmas of
the day, and in particular,
about one's agency in
addressing them...

We will initiate new Leadership Labs to address new
leadership matters.

And we will launch a new coaching program - a benefit for LFC Members.
In addition, we will be creating a process for members to apply for grants, and through grants and
other projects, opportunities to contract LFC Members for paid work tied to grants, projects, or
other funded initiatives.
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2020 Year End
financial Report
The LFC’s 2020 funding sources were mainly from Membership Fees,
Donations, and Fiscal Sponsorship Fees.

Our goal for 2021 is to have sustainable funding to meet our operational
needs so we can continue our free programming, and be able to expand
our programming and service offerings. In addition to our current sources
of funding, we are applying for grants, and looking for additional fiscal
sponsorship arrangements, corporate sponsorships, and developing
leadership solutions that could be marketed to organizations.

The LFC maintains a fiscal sponsorship relationship with The SLOPE
Project for democratizing leadership. The LFC accepts tax deductible
donations on behalf of this project which is focused on integrating
leadership development into educational environments. The LFC
administers these funds and ensures they are used as intended. The
SLOPE funds are not recorded as part of the LFC financials, except for
the administration fees which are paid to the LFC under the fiscal
sponsorship arrangement.
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Joel Wright
President

Anne Hunnex
Treasurer

HOWARD KRAFT
CO-CHAIR

KEVIN
GAILEY

Matthew Mullens
Program
Operations

LATONYA WILKINS
CO-CHAIR

STEVE
GARDINER

KATLEHO
MOHONO

Karli Schott
Marketing

ERIN
GRAYSON

KATHERINE
RIZZUTO

Poyee Chiu
Secretary

KATHERINE
BITTNER

MICHELLE
MASERONI

JANE
ROSENZWEIG
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Remembering Mark C. Johnson

Mark C. Johnson passed away on October 12, 2020 - Indigenous Peoples' Day.
Mark led this community for decades throughout his career. He modeled, inspired, and sustained many
of the beliefs of the LFC. Through his intentions and actions, he taught us about Conscious Leadership.
His “conscious” leadership philosophy, servant leadership spirit, and peaceful nature have inspired
generations of individuals globally. His leadership in the YMCA, the Leadership Forum, the Fellowship of
Reconciliation and as a citizen and friend all provide important examples of how conscious leadership
spans self and sits within all aspects of life. Mark walked through his life fighting for causes and people
needing representation. So too should we work to listen, write, and reflect on how we can be conscious
in our walk, our work, and carry the flame forward to support the dignity and humanity of all people.
Before Mark passed away in September he described how conscious leadership has always been a
cornerstone of the LF and how its always had a focus on increasing one's awareness and
consciousness about the individual and collective dilemmas of the day and in particular about one’s
agency in addressing them. Without Mark many of us would not be where we are now.
To honor Mark and the importance of a sustained focus on conscious leadership, the LFC has launched
the Conscious Leadership Fund to forever sustain a focus on conscious leadership programming.
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